
Dear Cllr Owens 
I am writing to you because I note that "The application is referred to Committee at the 
request of the Chair of Development Management Committee through the extended 
delegation scheme process". 
I am going to quote in chronological order from 
PCNPA SPG LDP2  "Sustainable Design and Development " (consultation document) (All 
emphasis mine) 
Page 5. Building a sustainable future:   24. Traditional methods of construction in the 
National Park can be characterised by buildings which we appreciate for adding value to the 
landscape, being read as part of their setting and being distinct in the local area. Local 
building techniques using local resources were shared locally by builders, designers and 
occupiers through necessity. However, with the advent of cheap energy and the ability to 
access materials from anywhere, these skills are dwindling. This has resulted in the 
building design becoming homogenised - no distinction between areas and no 
difference in character. It is interesting to note that it is often the older, more 
traditionally-built settlements that remain favoured by us in terms of appreciation of 
aesthetics – creating locally distinct places. 
Page 7. Principles of sustainable design: 
28. A check list of the aims: Distinctiveness is that quality that characterises place. 
Buildings and building groups should be responsive to context, local distinctiveness 
and cultural heritage. 
Page 31. Place and Local/Historic Distinctiveness 
132. Conservation of the National Park’s special qualities and local distinctiveness is 
paramount. Place making is about ensuring that this protected landscape retains its unique 
character. The guidance encourages the use of appropriate aspects of local design 
traditions to produce developments which are fit for purpose – now and into the 
future. In the preparation of this guidance the aim has therefore been to dovetail these 
critical issues of sustainability and placemaking within the setting of the Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park. 
133. This is not to say that we shouldn’t look at new technologies, but rather take innovative 
design and fit it into the landscape context. We may on occasion be at the forefront of 
innovative design and look back and learn from these. Design issues may take the 
occupation of a building – say 10 years on from construction - for us to ascertain its true 
sustainability credentials. 
134. New developments should be designed to enhance the quality of their 
surroundings, being sympathetic to the immediate and wider context. This does not 
eliminate contemporary design; rather it should promote it. 
135. Buildings, building groups and settlements must respond to their landscape settings 
and their visual, aesthetic, historical, cultural and ecological aspects. Traditional form and 
vernacular details of existing building should be treated with respect. However 
creating new, modern contexts can also be encouraged, by designing a modern sustainable 



building which differs from the historical aesthetic of an area, but which makes an enhanced 
contribution to the landscape and ecology. 
136. Modifications including extensions to our older traditional buildings will need to 
reflect the local character and historic context. Traditional vernacular design and 
materials would normally be requested for applications affecting windows, doors, 
porches, chimney stacks, roofs and curtilage buildings. 
  
This is from the Officer Report 
"The site lies in the open countryside, and as such the primary strategic policy is Policy 7 of 
LDP2 which does not prevent residential extensions and alterations but refers in the subtext 
at 4.45 that this provided that buildings needing ‘to be of a form, bulk and general design 
which are in keeping with their surroundings. Planning Policy Wales at 3.3. states that: 
’good design is fundamental to creating sustainable places where people want to live, work 
and socialise. Design is not just about the architecture of a building but the relationship 
between all elements of the natural and built environment and between people and place 
I agree with Newport Town Council in saying 
"Aberhigian is a beautiful unspoilt bay The proposal causes significant visual intrusion. 
The proposal does not respect the sense of remoteness and tranquility. The choice of 
materials is not sympathetic. The following issues cause particular concern: 1) The 
increased height of the proposed dwelling 2) The appearance of the north elevation and, 
in particular, the extent of glazing on this elevation 3) The appearance of the 
proposed dwelling viewed from the coast path, particularly from the path south of 
Aberhigian 4) Significant Light pollution, particularly from the north elevation 5) The mass 
of the roof 6) The size of the proposed dwelling 7) The choice of materials" 
The same Case Officer states in the Report of another Newport application being 
considered the same day-  NP/20/0150/FUL – Reserved Matters application following 
NP/18/0342/OUT for a single dwelling – Penfeidr Uchaf - "The philosophy behind the design is of 
a traditional building which has been extended with a modern contemporary ‘wing’ and this 
approach is felt to be sympathetic to an area which has both a traditional and 
contemporary element to recent approved designs." 
In actual fact, very many residents of Newport are highly disturbed by some recent so 
called "contemporary developments" and feel the area is being spoilt by them 
 
Thank you for your kind attention 
Kind regards 
 

https://www.pembrokeshirecoast.wales/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/NP_20_0150.pdf

